For over 20 years, labs of all types have trusted ApolloLIMS
to optimize their workflows, exceed regulatory and quality
standards, and scale their operations.

Welcome to the Apollo Alliance
ApolloLIMS is more than a software company. We’re a partner invested in your lab’s growth and
success. Our team of lab professionals, operations experts, and engineers brings you deep expertise,
proven best practices, and unparalleled support.

Built to Power the Modern Lab
Flexible Workflow
Run your lab your way. Configure and automate your workflow
— from orders to specimen processing to reporting. Know the
status of every single order and cut out costly errors.

Intuitive Navigation
Find what you need when you need it. Built by laboratory
experts, ApolloLIMS was designed to support laboratory
workflows, so providers, lab personnel, and IT managers can all
easily access, understand, and use the system.

Seamless Integration
Easily connect your instrumentation to ApolloLIMS. No
middleware required. Send and receive data from EMRs and
other critical systems and eliminate redundant manual tasks.

Proven in diverse
laboratories across
the U.S.
• Toxicology
• Molecular
• Public Health
• Clinical
• Start Ups
• Food & Beverage

Scalable Platform

• Environmental

Ready to expand? ApolloLIMS is able to easily accommodate
new lines of service, new performing locations and new
operational requirements to grow your business.

• Water Quality

Compliant Solution
Confidently meet regulatory reporting and quality standards
every time. Whether its CAP, CLIA, COLA or other regulatory
requirements, our Quality Assurance module, complete
audit trail, and security and data management safeguards
have you covered.
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• Cannabis

Tools for ensuring accuracy and efficiency.
Tireless support for everything in-between.
ApolloLIMS is an enterprise software solution that meets the needs of every aspect of laboratory
informatics. With a robust toolset of modules developed and supported by our team of lab experts,
ApolloLIMS is fully configurable to satisfy your lab’s precise workflow demands.

Outreach Portal

“ApolloLIMS has brought
a superior level of
automation to Mako.
By using ApolloLIMS’
instrumentation and HL7
interfaces our workflow
is now completely

Our HIPAA-compliant, web-based portal connects your lab with
remote sites and provider offices so their staff can place orders
and print specimen labels. You can also grant providers access
to search, view and print specific results at any time.

Lab Automation
Automation is the road to operational excellence. ApolloLIMS
equips you with an array of options. Manage data from
instruments to boost efficiency, integrate robotics to reduce
errors, or auto verify specimen results.

eXchange

recommend ApolloLIMS

Interoperability is here to stay. ApolloLIMS can send and receive
data in a range of protocols and file formats. That means
diagnostic and demographic information, orders, results, billing
interfaces and more are all supported.

to labs currently looking

Quality Assurance

streamlined. I would

for a LIMS. The team is
nimble and customer
centric.”

To help you maintain high quality standards, the ApolloLIMS QA
module captures incidents, assigns them accordingly, tracks
progress, and documents the resolution. Set up rules for quality
measures, specific accounts, tests, or result values to automate
the entire process.

— Josh Arant, Founder/COO,

Document Imaging

Mako Medical Laboratories

It’s time to finally go paperless. With Apollo Document Imaging,
you can scan and associate any type of document with a
specimen or customer account. Add our batch scanning option
to handle high volumes and enable intelligent processing to
extract key words and patient results.

See what it means to have the
power of Apollo on your side.
Request a demonstration to learn more.
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Powering the Modern Lab

